A method for point mutation analysis that links SSCP and dye primer fluorescent sequencing.
A method is presented for mutation detection directly from single-strand conformational polymorphism (SSCP) variants. This approach is based on: (i) amplification of the exons to be analysed by SSCP using the forward primer with an eight-base tail to form a universal SSCP cassette; (ii) excision from the gel of the shifted silver-stained bands; (iii) reamplification of the eluted DNAs using, as the forward primer, a 26-base universal adaptor primer corresponding to the 18-base-21M13 sequence plus the eight nucleotides of the universal SSCP cassette; and (iv) direct sequencing of the purified products using the standard-21M13 fluorescent primer. This procedure presents several advantages including the avoidance of a cloning step which leads to significant time reduction, while maintaining comparable accuracy at relatively low costs. In conclusion, the presence of the universal SSCP cassette and subsequent reamplification with the same adaptor primer for direct sequencing makes the method universal for scanning and identification of gene alterations.